Ideal Man
PROGRAM OVERVIEW
The Ideal Man Program is a personal and professional skill-building program designed to maximize
the Lambda Chi Alpha membership experience. It contains easy-to-access, personalized learning journeys
designed to prepare members for success both during and after college. The program aims to help members
create meaningful relationships throughout their lifetimes and thrive in all they do. Members have the
opportunity to explore identity development, leadership styles, interpersonal skills, and vision planning,
all through technology-enabled experiential learning modules.
PROGRAM GOALS

MEMBERSHIP DEVELOPMENT PHASES

· Personalized Learning: Provides easy access to content

PHASE 1: Associate Membership: Build a Foundation

that will give you the tools you need to succeed
as a member and in life
· One Global Zeta: Generates consistent educational

content and messaging to bring greater belonging
and connectivity through common practices,
tasks and journeys
· Tools for Life: Creates a partnership with world-class

content providers that offer life-enhancing skills
for all undergraduates

(Weeks 1–12)

Prepares new members to understand the governance,
financial, and educational models of Lambda Chi Alpha
so they can effectively fulfill their roles and responsibilities
as Brothers and maximize the full benefits of membership.
PHASE 2: Brotherhood: Build Belonging
(Weeks 13–64)

Prepares members to build effective relationships
by developing intrapersonal and interpersonal skills
that enable them to better lead themselves and others.
PHASE 3: Personal Development: Build a Vision
(Weeks 65–142)

Prepares members to understand themselves so they
can define their personal vision of success. This stage
culminates with the creation of a five-year plan designed
to help members navigate early adulthood.
PHASE 4: Professional Development: Build Your Future
(Weeks 143–196)

Prepares members to effectively quantify and translate
their personal development and leadership experience
as Collegiate Brothers to potential employers.
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Associate Membership
Build a Foundation

LEARNING JOURNEY

Starting here, you will begin your journey and join a bond of over 300,000 lifetime members of Lambda Chi
Alpha! You’ll get the chance to explore our history, purpose, and impact around the globe as a fraternity
of firsts. Once you have a foundation, we’ll work together to put our oaths into action — starting with time
management to help balance your time as a student and your new identity as a fraternity member. Access to
our strategic partnerships is just one of the ways you get to put our oaths into action by positively impacting
your Brothers and local area community (e.g. OneLove and healthy interpersonal relationships). Lastly, you’ll
get to work through how vulnerability and reflection play a pivotal role in Pre-Initiation and Ritual. All of the
above is set to parallel the fraternity education cultivated by your High Kappa and High Phi and to ensure you
have the most holistic member development experience possible!
LEARNING EXPERIENCES

THE OUTCOME

· Personality and Behavioral
Assessment

· LCA 100 (Grand High Zeta,
Executive Committee,
Zeta Officer Overview,
Constitution Overview,
Business Model for
Chapter and OOA)

The goal of this program is to help members gain meaning
through their membership and understand their roles
and responsibilities as a member and begin to apply
lessons learned to their daily lives.

· Mental and Physical Health
Aids and Tools

· Creating and establishing a sense of belonging among
all members and their local Zeta and the Global Zeta.

· Resources

· Applying the knowledge, skills and lessons from experiences
gained from membership in Lambda Chi Alpha to one’s personal
life and career development.

· Open Ritual: Associate
Member Onboarding
· Fraternity Education and
Brotherhood Development
· Pre-Initiation
· Initiation Exemplification
· Kaplan Performance
Academy Curriculum

Learning Outcomes

· Understanding the Lambda Chi governance and business
model to become more equipped for self-governance.
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